Probabilistic generative models have been applied successfully in a wide range of applications that range from speech recognition and part of speech tagging, to machine translation and information retrieval, but, traditionally, applications such as reasoning have been thought to fall outside the scope of the generative framework for both theoretical and practical reasons. Theoretically, it is difficult to imagine, for example, what a reasonable generative story for firstorder logic inference might look like. Practically, even if we can conceive of such a story, it is unclear how one can obtain sufficient amounts of training data. In this paper, we discuss how by embracing a less restrictive notion of inference, one can build generative models of inference that can be trained on massive amounts of naturally occurring texts; and text-based deduction and abduction decoding algorithms.
Introduction
Reasoning is one of the most studied areas of Artificial Intelligence (Russell and Norvig, 1995) . In introductory courses to Artificial Intelligence, we teach students the elegant language of first-order logic (FOL) and spend significant time explaining how they can turn inference rules into logical formulas. At the end of an AI course, good students are capable to take naturally occurring conditionals, such as that shown in (1), and turn them into well-formed first-order formulas, such as the formula shown in (2).
"If a company cuts production, its stock price will fall."
c t1 p1 (company(c) cutProduction(c,t1) priceStock(c,t1,p1) t2,p2 (t2 > t1 priceStock(c,t2,p2) p2 < p1))
The power of FOL and other formal languages comes from their well-defined semantics. Given a formula such as (2) and a set of assertions about the world (3), we can use Modus Ponens and mechanically derive new statements that are in true in all interpretation in which formulas (2) and (3) are true. For example, we can mechanically derive formula (4), which can be paraphrased as "The stock price of Crystal Lights will fall". company(CrystalLights) cutProduction (CrystalLights,2004) priceStock(CrystalLights,52)
t2,p2 (t2 > 2004 priceStock(CrystalLights,t2,p2) p2 < 52))
Despite their elegant syntax and semantics, FOL and other formal languages are of little use in large-scale natural language applications. To go from a natural language sentence such as "Crystal Lights recently announced that it cut production at 80% of its factories." to a set of assertions such as those in (3) is beyond the state of the art of current natural language processing techniques. And even if we can accomplish this feat, it is equally unlikely that we got lucky and encoded inference rule (2) in our knowledge base; after all, there are billions of billions of such rules that we would need to have created in order to produce a sufficiently comprehensive knowledge base.
In this paper, we propose an alternative approach to building open-domain, common-sense reasoning systems. Instead of trying to create large-scale formal knowledge bases that encode billions of assertions and inference rules and algorithms that map natural language statements into formal representations, we propose to develop algorithms that operate directly on natural language strings/sentences. In other words, we propose to treat the inference problem as a translation problem: given an input string such as "Chrystal Lights recently announced that it cut production at 80% of its factories.", we would like to translate it into "Crystal Lights's price stock will fall.", a likely consequent of the state of affairs described in the original sentence.
We start our discussion by reviewing the characteristics that mar the utility of firstorder logic (and other formal languages) in text-based applications (Section 2). We also review briefly the core ideas specific to probabilistic noisy-channel modeling and discuss the impact of these models on a variety of applications (Section 3). We show how deductive and abductive reasoning with natural language strings can be couched in a noisy channel framework and present preliminary experiments aimed at building a string-based reasoning system (Section 4).
Difficulties specific to using first-order logic for text-based inference
The paraphrase curse Let us revisit the process of formalizing natural language statements that encode inferential knowledge. In the process of mapping if-then statements into FOL formulas, for example, what we end up doing is paraphrase natural language statements so that they fit better the constraints specific to FOL syntax. Note, for example, that the original if-then statement in (1) has been paraphrased into a logical formula (2) that can be glossed as shown below in (5) and (6) If a company c cuts production at time t1 and the stock price at t1 is p1, then there exists a time t2 that comes after t1, at which the price stock of c will be a value p2 that is smaller than the current value p1.
For any three variables c, t1, and p1 for which the predicates company(c), cutProduction(c,t1) and priceStock(c,t1,p1) are true, there exist variables t2 and p2 such that predicates t2 > t1, priceStock(c,t2,p2), and p2 < p1 are true.
It is arguable whether statements (1), (5) and (6) express the same meaning. For human consumption though, statement (1) is clearly preferred and easier to understand than (5) and (6).
The choice of predicate names curse
The choice of predicate names in equation (2) is arbitrary. An equally good FOL formulation of natural language statement (1) is the one in equation (7), which uses two predicates to express the meaning of the phrase "stock price". (The associated natural language rendering is given in (8)).
c t1 s p1 (company(c) cutProduction(c,t1) stock(c,s) price(s,t1,p1) t2,p2 (t2 > t1 price(s,t2,p2) p2 < p1))
If a company c cuts production at time t1, the company c has some stock s and the price at t1 of s is p1, then there exists a time t2 that comes after t1, at which the price of s will be a value p2 that is smaller than the value at time t1, p1.
If we are to build inference systems that operate on textual representations, we need to have a consistent way of mapping natural language strings into logical statements. We also need to assign different predicates to the same strings, depending on context. Inferences that involve oil prices are different, for example, from inferences that involve house or computer prices. For unrestricted texts, this is currently beyond the state of the art.
The syntax-semantic equivalence trap From a formal perspective, there is nothing in the language of first-order logic that makes equation (2) a better choice than equation (9).
This is because equations (2) and (9) are syntactically equivalent. In order to have meaning, they need to be associated with a semantic interpretation. It is this semantic interpretation that we give to the FOL predicates that makes the two formulas equivalent or not. If, for example, the formulas are interpreted in a world in which the predicate pairs (company, elephant), (cutProduction, cicling), and (priceStock,isi) are true for the same set of constants, then formulas (2) and (9) are equivalent. If the predicates are given a different semantic interpretation, then formulas (2) and (9) are not equivalent. It is a common error to assume that because we use predicate names that encode natural language knowledge and expectations, the inferences associated with these predicate names are going to be acceptable/reasonable.
The low expressive power of first order logic
First order logic can express some of the facts of interest in natural language processing. It can express type facts -man(John); restaurant(CPK); property factsrich(George); equality facts -numberOf(NP) = numberOf(VP); complex facts -( x)(dog (x) mammal(x)); incomplete knowledge -loves(John, Mary) loves(John, Jane); ( x)(restaurant(x) location(x,LosAngeles); terminological facts -( x)(man(x) woman(x)); etc. However, FOL cannot deal with many types of quantifiers; non-existent entities; intensional readings; prototypical facts and defaults; probabilistic facts; vagueness; etc. Some extensions to FOL can deal with the issues above; yet, mapping naturally occurring sentences into formal representations remains a major challenge. The reader is strongly encouraged to try to write FOL formulas to express the meaning of the first few sentences in one of today's top New York Times stories -see text (10). It is the best exercise for understanding the limits of using FOL as a vehicle for natural language semantic interpretation. How many logical formulas do you think one needs in order to enable a complete "understanding", at the formal level, of text (10) [New York Times; Nov 7, 2004] (10)
The semantic interpretation gap
In spite of significant progress in the natural language processing field, we are still far from being able to map arbitrary, natural occurring sentences into FOL. Not only it is unclear how we can represent in logic the subtleties present in natural language, but also, current semantic interpretation algorithms are too crude to handle naturally occurring sentences, such as those shown in (10).
Noisy-channel modeling -an overview
In order to develop competitive noisy channel applications, one needs to 1. Have access or be able to collect significant amounts of training material in the form of (source, target) pairs. 2. Conceive of a stochastic generative process that explains how source data can be transformed/rewritten into target data. 3. Develop parameter estimation algorithms that are consistent with the generative process and use these algorithms in order to train model parameters from a representative set of examples. 4. Develop "decoding" algorithms that can recover the most likely source signal given a target signal/example. This framework has been successfully applied to model problems as diverse as speech recognition (Jelinek, 1997), machine translation (Brown et al., 1993) , summarization (Knight and Marcu, 2002) , part of speech tagging (Church, 1988) , and question answering (Echihabi and Marcu, 2003) . In speech recognition, for example, starting from large collections of (natural language transcript; corresponding acoustic signal) tuples, one conceives stochastic processes that explain how natural language strings can be generated (the source model) and how they can then be mapped into acoustic signals (the channel model). Via training, one estimates then the parameters associated with both the source and channel models. When given as input an acoustic signal, a decoder is used to search for the string that maximizes a mixture of the source and channel model probabilities (See Figure 1 for a graphical depiction of this process). Most of the impressive progress in the field of speech recognition over the last 30 years is explained by significant advances in acoustic (noisy-channel) and source language modeling, improved parameter estimation and decoding algorithms, and continuous increase in the amounts of available training data. One of the defining characteristics of acoustic modeling (as well as the modeling employed in conjunction with tasks such as part of speech tagging and named entity recognition, for example) is that it is sequence-based: the modeling process explains how sequences can be stochastically rewritten into other sequences. However, noisy-channel applications should not be associated only with sequence-based transformations. Recently, noisychannels that model mappings from bags of words to bags of words in information retrieval (Berger and Lafferty, 1999) , strings to bags of words in headline generation (Banko et al., 2000) , tree to string mappings in machine translation (Yamada and Knight, 2001 ) and question answering (Echihabi and Marcu, 2003) , and tree to tree mappings in summarization (Knight and Marcu, 2002) and machine translation (Gildea, 2004; Graehl and Knight, 2004 ) have started to emerge.
At the first sight, it is not clear at all what the connection between formal reasoning and noisy-channel modeling is; it seems that none of the requirements required to develop noisy-channel applications is met in the case of first-order reasoning:
1. For FOL problems, we don't have access to significant amounts of training material in the form of (premise, logical consequent) pairs. 2. It is not clear at all what the nature of the stochastic generative process that explains how FOL statements are mapped into other FOL statements is. In fact, it is not clear at all why we need a stochastic process. After all, Modus Ponens is deterministic! 3. Without a stochastic process to model, we cannot go about developing parameter estimation algorithms. 4. And similarly, without a stochastic process into place, there is no point to develop "decoding" algorithms that can map "source" FOL statements (premises) into "target" FOL statements (logical consequences).
Towards reasoning with natural language representations
Our long-term goal is to develop systems that can reason with natural language representations. For example, given a natural language sentence, such as "Alan Greenspan told reporters that he perceives several signs of economic strength", we would like to automatically mimic deductive reasoning and generate natural language sentences that depict possible effects, such as "Bond prices will fall." And given the sentence "Bond prices fell", we would like to mimic abductive reasoning and automatically suggest causes that led to this, such as "signs of economic strength". Clearly, such inferences do not have the well-formed semantics of FOL inferences; nevertheless, they are understandable and easy to interpret. To reach our goal, we propose to abandon FOL working with first-order representations altogether. As in other noisy-channel approaches, we imagine that English Cause statements are generated by a stochastic process that assigns a probability P(C) to any string C. We also imagine that these Cause statements can be rewritten as Effect statements as they are corrupted by a noisy channel. We model the probability of generating an effect statement E from a cause statement C using the conditional P(E | C). If we are capable of obtaining massive amounts of <Cause; Effect> statements, then we can automatically train the parameters of both the source model P(C), and the channel model, P(E | C). Once these models are learned, we can provide our system with any unseen statement e and ask for its possible causes c. The system can generate these cause statements by looking for the strings that maximize the probability P(c) P(e | c). Figure 2 depicts graphically the main components of an abductive noisy-channel reasoning system. (A deductive noisy-channel reasoning system is a replica of the system in Figure 2 , with Causes and Effects being swapped.) In what follows, we discuss preliminary experiments aimed at addressing all four facets that pertain to developing noisy-channel-inspired reasoning systems that operate on naturally occurring strings.
Collect significant amounts of training material
One of our main assumptions is that much of the inferential knowledge that is employed by humans is explicitly marked linguistically in textual streams. For example, cue phrases such as "because", "due to", "if … then", and "this caused" often mark relations between cause and effect statements. Naturally, there are many other causal relations that are not marked explicitly in textual streams; and cue phrases do not always mark causal relations, i.e., they are noisy. However, by and large, we believe that discourse markers and other specific linguistic constructs provide a clean-enough source of inference examples. Because these markers are easy to identify and are used frequently in natural language texts, we expect that we can use them to collect large corpora of <Cause;Effect> statements.
To test this hypothesis, we mined for cause-effect patterns a corpus of 1 Billion words of English. We extracted from this corpus 730,648 examples that contain cause-effect statement pairs, such as those shown below in examples (11) and (12).
"I have been in management for more than 20 years, but I have been out of the work force for more than six months because of stress at work."
"Saudi Arabia and other OPEC members will cut back production because of lower demand in Europe."
Using automatic natural language processing tools that are publicly available or that we developed at ISI, we tagged all names/locations/organizations in these sentences (Bikel et al., 1999) , syntactically parsed them (Lin, 1995) , normalized the tenses and morphological variants, and applied a sentence compression algorithm in order to get rid of the words and syntactic constituents that are not directly relevant to the cause-effect statements we were interested to extract. Completely automatically, we thus extracted a corpus of 730,648 <Cause; Effect> statement pairs. For example, the sample sentences above yield the two <Cause; Effect> pairs shown in (13) and (14).
Effect: PERSON be out of work force for more than six months Cause: stress at work (13) Effect: ORGANIZATION member cut back production Cause: low demand in LOCATION (14)
We believe that <Cause,Effect> pairs such as those shown in (13) and (14) provide an excellent resource for learning reasoning patterns that are employed frequently by humans.
2. Conceive of a stochastic generative process that explains how cause statements can be rewritten as effect statements In order to model the rewriting process, as a proof of concept experiment, we use an existing noisy-channel model that we initially developed for statistical machine translation (Marcu and Wong, 2002) . The model assumes that <Cause; Effect> statements are generated by the following stochastic process.
Generate a set of concepts M. For each concept m i M Generate a cause-effect phrase pair, <c i , e j > with probability t(c i ,e j ) Order the phrases c i , e j according to a probability distribution d, which in machine translation usually captures reordering patterns specific to translating sentences from one language into another. For example, the <Effect,Cause> in (14), may be generated by Generating two concepts m1 and m2; Generating from m1 the phrase pair (ORGANIZATION member; in LOCATION) and from m2 the phrase pair (cut back production; low demand)
Swapping the order of the cause phrases so as to obtain the statements (ORGANIZATION member cut back production; low demand in LOCATION). Clearly, this is a very weird model for how cause statements can be rewritten into effect statements through a sequence of stochastic steps. However, it is a model that is simple and that can automatically learn rewriting rules if they occur frequent enough in the training corpus.
3. Develop parameter estimation algorithms that are consistent with the generative process and use these algorithms in order to train model parameters from a representative set of examples The main reason we chose the generative model above is because we have already implemented parameter estimation algorithms for it in our machine translation work (Marcu and Wong, 2002 ). When we train this model on the 730,648 <Cause; Effect> statement pairs we collected automatically, we learn many useful "translations". For example, we automatically learn that the most probable ways for people to die, i.e., the most probable ways to rewrite the effect string "PEOPLE die" into a cause string are those listed in Table 1 below. The most probable reasons for people dying as learned from natural occurring texts are listed below in decreasing order of probability, with the most probable cause being other PERSONs, storms, bombings, PEOPLE being lost, etc. As one can see, many of these learned causes are intuitively correct. Also, it is very likely that a human asked to come up with all these causes of death will fail to list many of them; yet, our system have discovered all these causes automatically.
4. Develop "decoding" algorithms that can recover the most likely cause given an effect statement To complete our feasibility study, we also constructed a fully functional text-based reasoning system. Our reasoning system uses:
A trigram language model to estimate P(c) and P(e). The channel model learned by the phrase-based learner described at the beginning of this section (Marcu and Wong, 2002) . A statistical greedy decoder that was also developed in the context of our statistical machine translation work (Marcu and Wong, 2002) . We presented our decoder with test statements that were not in the training corpus and we asked it to translate those into causes and effect statements. When the decoder "translated" effect statements into cause statements it was doing abductive inferences using natural language strings. When it translated cause statements into effect statements the decoder was doing deductive inferences.
Below, in (15), we provide a few examples of abductive inferences that are automatically produced by our system (for convenience, we present here only the compressed statements used as input):
Input The outputs that we produce clearly contain some useful nuggets. However, more research is needed to produce more grammatical outputs and to enable a higher level of generalization.
The noisy-channel approach performs well when there is significant redundancy in the training data. However, while there are frequently encountered causes and effects ("people die", "people resign", etc.), a large number of causes or effects occur only a few times ("people are healthy", "people work the land", etc.). More research is needed to assess how related statements can be clustered in order to increase redundancy (for instance, "people are healthy" could be grouped with "good health", "person stays healthy", etc.). We could use lexical information (obtained from WordNet or learned from data) to identify such related statements and mitigate the sparse data problem. Another way to increase redundancy of cause-effect pairs is to identify and eliminate extraneous modifiers (for instance "LOCATION drought in DATE people die" and "LOCATION drought people die" are identical except for "in DATE").
Another major challenge in this area pertains to the interpretation of pronouns. Causal sentences have a high incidence of pronouns, as the same entities tend to be mentioned both in the cause and effect statements (e.g. "The mailman came back because he forgot the number"). It is likely that a simple pronoun resolution algorithm is likely to yield cleaner training sets; however, it is unclear though while the current state of the art pronoun resolution algorithms are sophisticated enough for the needs of our application.
Discussion
Traditionally, it was assumed that, starting from texts, one can perform useful inferences only to the extent to which natural language sentences are first mapped into formal representations that have well-defined syntax and semantics and deterministic inference algorithms. In this paper, we suggest that we may be capable to do intuitive deductive and abductive inferences by modeling the inference process within a noisy channel, probabilistic framework. More precisely, we show that we can map naturally occurring language sentences into grammatical, well-formed strings that depict likely causes or effects of the sentences given as input by exploiting noisy-channel models and decoders that were developed for statistical machine translation applications. We discuss methods for automatically acquiring arbitrary large training corpora and we show examples of an end-to-end, string-based reasoning system that performs abductions without using any formal language as intermediate representation.
The results we have obtained so far look promising, but are far from telling a complete story. We hypothesize that models and decoding algorithms that are developed specifically for reasoning will stand a better chance of making an impact on large-scale, generic reasoning applications that work with naturally occurring texts. We also expect that text-based reasoning algorithms will have a significant impact in future natural language processing applications.
